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ABSTRACT
Neutron capture cross sections for natural tungsten and rhenium
were measured from 1 to 700 keV energy using the time-of-flight tech-
nique. The neutron flux spectrum was monitored with 3He proportional
counters that were calibrated against measurements based on the
10 B(n,a) 7 Li cross section below 80 keV and on the n+p scattering cross
section at higher energies. Some new data were also obtained for the
reactions 3He(n, p)T and 10 B(n, a) 7Li. The measured energy variation
of the capture cross sections above 80 keV relies solely upon the n+p
cross section and differs significantly from previous data based on other
standard neutron cross sections.
V
SUMMARY
Neutron capture cross sections for natural samples of tungsten
and rhenium were measured over the neutron energy range 1 to 700 keV
using an electron LINAC pulsed neutron source, a 220-meter neutron
flight path, and a liquid scintillator to detect the capture gamma rays.
The cross sections were normalized to low-energy saturated resonances
and were corrected for multiple scattering and resonance self-shielding.
The over-all statistical uncertainty in the results is less than 1010 at all
energies, and the total uncertainty in the normalization of the cross sec-
tions is also about 107o.
The incident neutron flux was monitored by 3 H gas proportional
counters whose response for different neutron energies was calibrated
against that of other counters containing BF 3 and methane gas. The mea-
sured energy variation of the neutron flux is thus based on the cross sec-
tion for the 10B(n,a) 7 Li reaction for neutron energies below 80 keV, and
on the n+p scattering cross section at higher energies. Some new data
were also obtained for the 3He(n, p)T cross section relative to the
10B(n, a) 7Li cross section, and for the 10B(n, a) 7Li cross section rela-
tive to the n+p scattering cross section. The present result for the
3He(n, p)T cross section shows a more marked deviation from a (1/v)-
behavior above 25-keV neutron energy than was indicated by previous
data. The present result for the 10 B(n,a) 7Li reaction is consistent with
a (1/v) cross section extrapolated from the thermal value to about 200
keV.
vii
Measurements of neutron flux with the methane counter were
accomplished with a computer-based, on-line data acquisition system
which permits a correlation of neutron flight time and proton-recoil
energy. Since the proton energy spectrum varies with the neutron
energy, such data are necessary to determine the efficiency of the
counter (which varies with neutron energy for a fixed electronic thresh-
old). The energy variation of the W and Re capture cross sections above
80-keV neutron energy could then be based on the exceedingly well known
n+p scattering cross section, and the results differ significantly from
previous data based on other standard neutron cross sections.
r,
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objectives of the research program being conducted at Gulf
General Atomic under Contract NAS3-11188 are:
1. To develop a methodology for accurate (s 556) measure-
ments of relative and absolute neutron spectra in the
energy range 1-400 keV.
2. To measure the absolute neutron capture cross sections
of tungsten and rhenium with the following precisions:
a. 1-100 keV:
	
±10% in a(n, y) and AE/E s 5%
b. 100-400 keV: 4: 1516 in a(n, y) and DE/ E s 10%.
The first objective is a prerequisite for the second objective, since the
determination of capture cross sections by the time-of-flight technique
generally requires knowledge of the magnitude and energy dependence of
the neutron flux used in the measurement. Historically, the precision of
most capture cross-section measurements in the keV neutron energy
range has been limited by the poor precision obtained in auxiliary mea-
surements of the corresponding neutron flux. With the exception of the
associated particle technique, (1) measurements of neutron flux must
ultimately rely on a "standard" neutron cross section.
In this work, we rely on the hydrogen scattering cross section as
the primary standard in the energy range 80 keV to 1 Me V. Using this
standard cross section, we are attempting to improve the precision of
the cross sections for the 10 B(n, a) 7Li and 3He(n, p)T reactions. The
latter reaction is then used as an intermediate standard cross section for
he purpose of continuously monitoring the neutron spectrum used in cap-
ture cross-section measurements.
1
In the following sections we describe the experimental facility
(Section 2), the details of the equipment and techniques for the measure-
ment of neutron flux (Section 3), and the procedures arn_d results for the
capture cross-section measurements for Re and W (Section 4).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
2.1	 NEUTRON SOURCE
-_	 f' Neutrons are generated b	 the	 y	 (y, n) reaction for time-of-flight
a
experiments in the form of intense, short duration pulses by bombarding
f. high-Z targets with bursts of 30- to 50-MeV electrons from the Gulf
General Atomic linear accelerator.	 The electron burst width can be
u varied from 10 nsec to 5 µsec, which results in a neutron pulse of the
same width provided the target is small and does not contain moderating
materials.
	
The neutron yield can be as large as — 10
and has an energy spectrum very similar to that of a fission spectrum, (2)g y P	 Y
which peaks at — 1 MeV.
The target will also emit a prompt, intense burst of bremsstrah-
..,^
lung radiation which can produce undesirable effects in the neutron detec-
tion systems used in time-of-flight experiments.	 Consequently, the tar-
gets are usually designed to enhance the neutron- to-bremsstrahlung ratio
. and to modify the neutron energy spectrum to suit the needs of a particular
experiment.
For. this program, we have designed a target configuration (shown
in Fig. 1) which consists of a small water-cooled, fansteel target sur-
rounded by a larger cylindrical lead shield. The lead shield serves the
t
	
	
dual purpose of absorbing bremsstrahlung radiation and degrading the
primary neutron energy spectrum by the inelastic scattering process.
a
	
	 The capture cross section of lead is small 	 4 mb'at 500 keV), (3) so
that neutron absorption in the lead shield is negligible. Figure 2 shows
Lj
the calculated change in the primary energy spectrum due to the lead
ti
cylinder.
3
y
CENTERLINE FOR 220 METER FLIGHT PATH
I
TOP VIEW
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Figure 1. Neutron source configuration used with the 220-meter
flight path facility.
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T also results in a constant fractional energy resolution related to an
effective length uncertainty;
AL = 4. 2 1;'/B2 — 12 cm.
s
Consequently, for the 220-meter flight path, the lead cylinder limits the
fractional energy resolution to —10 -3
 for neutron energies of N 1 Me V.
For lower energies the transmission of the polyethylene slab is low, and
transmitted neutrons are degraded to energies where the time spread in-
troduced by the lead is insignificant.
2. 2 220-METER FLIGHT PATH
An aerial view of the evacuated neutron flight path used in this
program is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a 12-in. (30.48-cm) diameter
section 385 ft (117. 35 m) in length and a 24-in. (60.96-cm) diameter sec-
tion 321 ft (97.84 m) in length. A vacuum of < 0. 1 Torr. (< 13N/M 2 ) is
maintained over its entire length, and the entrance and exit windows con-
sist of 12-mil (0. 0305-cm) Mylar. The length of the flight path has been
precisely measured by a team of professional surveyors who employed
a geodimeter, a device based on optical interferometry. The calibrated
distances along the flight path are permanently marked by brass plugs set
in concrete slabs (see Fig. 4).
Various anti-scatter baffles are contained in the 12-in. and 24-in.
diameter sections of the flight path. These restrict the beam diameter to
10 in. (25. 4 cm) at the point of incidence on the first collimator, which
is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The first collimator reduces the beam dia-
meter to 6 in. (15. 24 cm), and the second and third collimators define
a 4-in. (10. 16-cm) diameter beam which passes through a 5-in. (12.7-cm)
diameter drift tube located in the center of the liquid scintillator.
An aluminum container (7-in., or 17. 78-cm, diameter) filled with
10B powder (0. 452 g/cm 2 ) was placed in front of the first collimator to
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remove neutrons with energies below 10 eV. This allowed operation of
the LINAC at 180 pulse/sec repetition rate with no significant overlap ofi	 neutrons from previous pulses.
2.3 COMPUTER FOR DATA ACQUISITION
A CDC-1700 computer has been installed and serves as the central
element in our "on-line" data acquisition system. Some of the features
of this computer are:
1. 12 k-word magnetic core memory size,
2. 18 bits/word, which includes one parity bit and one
memory protect bit,
3. 1. 1-µsec memory cycle time,
4. 14 interrupt data channels, priority under program
control,
5. 1. 25 x 106 -word storage in a removable magnetic
disc-pack.
The capabilities for high-speed data acquisition, coupled with the large
storage area of the magnetic disc, allow simultaneous storage of several
time-of-flight spectra.
For this program, the data acquisition system is used to store
capture cross-section data and neutron flux data obtained simultaneously
at the 220-meter flight path with two separate detection systems: (1) a
600-liter liquid scintillator for the capture gamma rays, and (2) a bank
of 3lie gas proportional counters for the neutrons. The detection systems
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 and described in Sections 3. 5 and 4. 1. The
time-of-flight information from either detection system goes to a time
encoder which generates binary numbers identifying the flight time of the
observed events. These binary numbers are stored in the magnetic core
memory of the computer via an interrupt data channel. Each detection
12
F ^`
{ r
Isystem uses a unique interrupt line, and the data are stored in separate
arrays corresponding to each interrupt line. During the course of the
experiment, the time information in these arrays is converted to energy,
grouped into equal lethargy intervals (At nE), and displayed on an oscillo-
scope. At the end of a measurement, the information is transferred to
the magnetic disc and stored until it is needed for further data processing.
For the measurements of neutron flux with the proton-recoil gas
proportional counter, a two-parameter mode of data acquisition was used
in which the neutron flight time and pulse height for each proton recoil
event were stored as a pair of binary numbers. This mode of operation
is described in more detail in Section 3.3. 1.
For all the measurements discussed in the following sections,
corrections for electronic dead time were made "automatically" by the
various computer codes employed for data processing. In most cases,
the data acquisition rates were so low that these corrections were negli-
gible (< 11b). Exceptions to this are measurements which employ the
two-parameter mode of data acquisition. For these cases the analog-to-
digital converter introduces a large, variable dead time. Consequently,
the data accumulation rate was electronically limited to a maximum of
one event per LINAC pulse to simplify the correction for missed events.
Then the average data arrival rate was adjusted so that the magnitude of
the correction was 5 2010 over the neutron energy range of interest.
,tt
t
i
3. NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS
Under the guidelines set forth in Task I, Paragraphs A, B, and
C of Exhibit A of NAS3-11188, and as a result of the study of techniques
for the measurement of fast neutron spectra as reported previously, the
following methods were selected for use in the performance of Task II,
the measurement of the neutron flux spectrum:
1. The 3He(n, p)T reaction implemented by two or more gas
proportional counters,
2. The J OB(n, a)7Li reaction implemented by two or more
gas proportional counters,
3. The hydrogen n-p scattering interaction implemented by
one or more proton-recoil gas proportional counters.
The 3He(n, p)T reaction was selected for the purpose of continu-
ously monitoring the magnitude and energy dependence of the neutron flux
during the capture gamma-ray measurements called for in Task III. The
primary reason for this selection is that 3 H gas proportional counters
are commerciaily available in small-diameter, high-pressure configura-
tions which have performance characteristics (described in Sections 3. 2
and 3.5) suitable for time-of-flight measurements. The small dimensions
of a high pressure counter allow one to sample the outer edges of a colli-
mated neutron beam with adequate detection efficiency while the central,
unperturbed portion of the beam is used for the capture measurements.
However, it was believed that the 3He(n, p)T cross section was not known
with_ sufficient precision. to deduce the absolute magnitude and shape of
the neutron flux over the entire energy range required for the capture
14
cross-section determinations of Task III. Consequently, the 10B(n, a)7Li
cross section and the n-p scattering cross section are used as primary
standards in the neutron energy regions 2 eV to 80 keV, and 80 keV to
700 keV, respectively. The response of the 3 H gas proportional counters
(and hence the 3He(n, p)T cross section) is then calibrated against the
response of the counters which rely on the primary standards. The fol-
lowing subsections describe the experimental details, methods of analysis
and resulting precisions for these inter calibration procedures.
3.1 BREMSSTRAHLUNG EFFECTS
One of the primary considerations in the selection of gas propor-
tional counters for these measurements was the requirement of low sensi-
tivity to the bremsstrahlung rays which accompany any LINAC pulsed neu-
tron source. These rays are capable of inducing severe ionization of a
detection medium and could give rise to long-term saturation effects in
the detector and/or the associated electronic system.
In this work, the combination of a long flight path (-225 meters),
a specially designed target configuration (Section 2. 1), and the use of gas
proportional counters has succeeded in reducing the bremsstrahlung
problem to negligible proportions. For the three types of gas counters
3	 10( He, BF 30 and CH4) used in this work, the amplitude of the brems-
strahlung pulse, as observed at the output of the linear amplifier of the
system, was always well within the dynamic range of the amplifier and
less in amplitude than most pulses due to the neutron induced events
(protons or alphas) used in the neutron flux measurements. Linearity
Although the neutron energy range specified in Task III for the ans Y
determinations is 1 keV to 400 keV, the normalization procedures
used in this work require that theneutron flux be measured down to
about 2 eV. These procedures are described in detail in Section 4.
15
}checks of the pulse-height spectrum made as a function of time after . the
bremsstrahlung pulse fail to show any significant bremsstrahlung effects.
These checks are discussed in Sections 3. 3. 1 and 3. 5.
3.2 TIMING UNCERTAINTY OF GAS PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
There is an inherent timing uncertainty or "time-jitter" in gas
proportional counters which is due to the time required for electrons to
migrate from the point of ionization to the region near the anode where
gas multiplication takes place. The magnitude of this time jitter must
be known to evaluate the neutron energy resolution of a particular time-
of-flight neutron spectrum measurement.
The time jitter for the three types of gas proportional counters
used in this work was measured directly with a 1-curie Pu-Be neutron
source, and the delayed coincidence schemes used are illustrated. by the
block diagram in Fig. 7. These techniques have been described previously
in detail. (?) The measurements give time jitters (see Fig. 8) of 2. 5, 5. 5,
and 0. 66 µsec for the 3He, 10 BF3, and CH  gas counters, respectively.
An estimate of the width of the time jitter distributions can also ,
 be ob-
tained from the drift time necessary for electrons to migrate from the
cathode to the anode in a cylindrical counter: (7)
2
r	 r
t m V 2 tn cra
where m is the electron mobility, P the gas pressure, V the applied
voltage, r the cathode radius, and r  the anode radius. Using the
,
 mo-
bilities of SHe and 10 BF 3
 gases obtained by Harling, ( 7 ) and a mobility
of CH  gas deduced from the results of English and Hanna, (8) we find
drift times of 2. 3± 0. 7, 5.8± 0. 5, and 0. 4 µsec for the 3He, 10 BF 3P
and CH  counters, respectively, for the voltage, pressure, and dimensions
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given in Fig. 8. These estimates are in good agreement with our mea-
sured values.
3.3 PROTON-RECOIL GAS COUNTER
The n-p scattering cross section has been intensively investigated
in fundamental studies of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. A description
of the n-p interaction was developed by Schwing--r ( 9 ) and Bethe (10) that
agrees with experimental determinations to better than 110 over the entire
energy range from thermal to 10 Me V. ( 1 1) Neutron capture is the only
nonelastic channel open to the n-p interaction, and this reaction becomes
negligible compared to elastic scattering at energies above thermal. (12)
Consequently, there is much to support the conclusion that the n-p scatter-
ing cross section is presently the best standard cross section available
for fast neutron physics. In principle this cross section could be used
as a standard down to energies of a few keV. The actual limit of its use-
fulness at low energies is imposed by the practical problem of detecting
low-energy protons.
In this work, n-p scattering was implemented for neutron flux
measurements with a 2-in. (5. 08-cm) diameter by 24-in. (60. 96-cm)
long gas proportional counter containing methane as the major part (9416)
of the filling gas. Table 1 lists the pertinent details of the counter. The
counts obtained from this counter per unit time-of-flight dt (En) at a
time corresponding to the neutron energy E are related to the incident
n
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Table 1
METHANE GAS COUNTER SPECIFICATIONS
Cathode:
Anode:
End Window:
Connector:
Gas Filling:
Measured Active Length
of Counter:
Measured Time Jitter
(FWHM):
Operating Voltage:
2. 001 0. 01-in. (5.08 f 0.025-cm) o. d. ,
304 S. S., 0. 036-in. (0. 0914-cm) wall
0. 002-in. (0. 005-cm) diam tungsten
0. 080-in. (0.203-cm) thick aluminum-oxide
ceramic (Al 203 )
HN, magnesium with Al203 insulator
Total pressure = 31. 20 f 0.16 PSIA
(215, 000 f 1, 000 N/m2)
Constituents by Volume (%)
Nitrogen	 5. 9 f 0.2
Methane	 94. 0 f 0.2
Oxygen	 0.0012
Carbon Dioxide 0.0010
Argon	 0.0032
61. 8 f 0. 6 cm
see text
0.66 µsec
3to3.5kV
.! =4
at 20
d
dC
t (En) = T(En)Eb ( En) dt (En) SN v , n ( En ) Cl -6 ( En] + dB ( En ) , (1)
where 
c  is the detection efficiency for a given electronic discriminator
threshold or "bias", S the area of gas intercepting the neutron beam, N
the number of hydrogen nuclei per unit area, a n, n the scattering cross
section for the n-p interaction, dB the counts due to background, T thedt
transmission of the alumina end window on the counter, and 6 is a correc-
tion for self - shielding and multiple - scattering effects. The determination
of the various quantities in Eq. 1 are discussed below.
3. 3. 1 Measurements of dC (E ) and dB (E )dt n
	 dt n
To obtain the observable dt (En), the methane gas counter was
located at position B shown in Fig. 9, where it views the central 2-in.
(5. 08-cm) portion of the 6-in. ( 15. 24-cm) diameter neutron beam. The
center of the counter is located 227. 05 f 0. 05 meters from the neutron
source, so that the neutron beam is essentially parallel over the length of
the counter. A simplified block diagram of the electronics used with the
methane counter is shown in Fig. 10. Since the counter contains a small
quantity of nitrogen gas (•, 100 Torr. or 13, 000 N/m 2 ), thermal neutrons
from a moderated Pu-Be neutron source produce pulses corresponding to
616-keV deposited energy from the 14N (n, p) 14C reaction. These pulses
Here and elsewhere, we will write observed time-of-flight spectra
simply as dN (E) when the spectra vary little over the time resolution
At of the observation. It will also be understood that observed quantities
written as f(E) dt ( E) differ negligibly fromt(E)+At/2
^t	 f(r) dN (T)dT
4 2	 t(E)-At/2}	 where E(t) = 2 MOO
rs
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were used to adjust the gain of the amplification system such that the
1024-channel analog-to-digital converter spans a pulse-height range
equivalent to about 0-800 keV proton energy.
The pulse height h of events from the methane gas counter is
stored in digital form by the data acquisition system together with the
flight time t of the event relative to a reference pulse derived from the
bremsstrahlung emitted by the pulsed neutron source. The energy E
n 
of
the neutron causing the proton recoil event is related to the flight time,
after correcting for any other time delays, by
[
72.En= 	3 (eV1/2 µs m-1 )t
2	
(2)
f
e;
where L is the distance between the detector and the neutron source.
2
Consequently, the events dt h (t, h) that are sorted in two-parameter
form in the computer can be sorted in such a way as to extract a proton-
recoil pulse -height spectrum
2
ft
	
2
l
dt h (t, h)dt
resulting from neutrons with energies between E 1 ( t l ) and E2(t2).
Figure 11 shows four typical recoil pulse -height spectra obtained
in this manner. We note that at the higher neutron energies the pulse-
height spectrum contains a contribution from carbon recoils that must be
discriminated from the proton spectrum. Since the maximum recoil
energy a neutron man impart to a carbon nucleus is about 2876 of the neu-
tron energy, and since the energy necessary to create an ion pair is about
407o greater for carbon ions than for protons, (13) we decided to accept all
pulse heights equal to or greater than that equivalent to 0.3 times the
maximum proton-recoil energy (see dotted lines in Fig. 11). The maximum
24
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Figure 11. Proton-recoil pulse'-height spectra obtained with methane
gas proportional, counter. The top inset shows the peak (x) obtained
with thermal neutrons via-the 14 N(n, p)' L4C reaction. The solid curves
are shapes of the proton-recoil spectra calculated with a Monte-Carlo
computer code written by Parker,, et U. (15)
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observed proton-recoil pulse height h 	 is a linear function of the
max
	
{	 neutron energy, namely
	
!	 h	 = aE - b,	 (3)
max
	
n
'
	
	
where b is related to the minimum proton energy in methane gas that re-
sults in ion pairs. The constants a and b are found by plotting h
max vs
En (as shown in Fig. 12) and fitting a straight line to the data points. In
this procedure, h	 is obtained from the 5076 point on the high-energy
max
edge of the recoil s- F.ctrum. (The linearity of the plot of h 	 vs E
max	 n
	
-!	 shown in Fig. 12 gives further evidence that the counter does not suffer
significantly from bremsstrahlung effects.) The mir_imum acceptable
pulse height h	 (t) can then be calculated as a function of flight time:
	
l	 min
h min (t) = 0. 3 aEn(t) - b,	 (4)
using the relation (2) between flight time and neutron energy.
The number of proton counts in the pulse-height spectrum above
h
min for a given neutron energy interval (or flight-time interval) may 2
Then be sorted from the two-parameter events d Cdtdh (t, h):j 
]fE
t+ At	 2	 t+ At	 2
dt (En)At =	
2	 d C (t, h)dhdt	 E (E it
	
2	 d C(t, h)dhdt,
ft - Atfhc* dtdh	 b n - At 0 dtdh
2	 2
(5)
6
where h is the greater of h 
min and the electronic threshold h o used forY;
the counter, and where again En(t) is given by Eq. 2 . In this work, it was
convenient to sort the data using constant time] interva\ls At as indicated
above, and then to average the net count rate 1 at - a^ l over equal lethargy
intervals AE = 0. 025 E
	
Methane gas counter data obtained this way are
n	 n
	
_ a	 shown in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13. A plot of typical methane-counter time-of-flight data ob-
tained with a 227-meter flight path, a 0.4.µsec LINAC burst width, a
peak current of 350-mA, and an electron energy of 40 MeV.
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4.
i
The background count rate dB (E ) subtracted from dC (E ) isdt n	 dt n
also shown in Fig. 13. At neutron energies greater than about 80 keV,
hmin (En) > ho and the background decreases because the pulse-height spec-
trum of background events is essentially independent of neutron energy
while the "sliding bias" h
min n(E ) rejects more background pulses at
higher neutron energies. The energy dependence of the background was
checked in an auxiliary measurement by placing the methane gas counter
outside the 8-in. (20. 32-cm) o. d. drift tube but at the same flight-path
distance used for the neutron flux measurements. Since this position is
at least two meters from the concrete floor and the nearest collimator,
the background due to the environment should not change over a distance
—12 cm. The background pulse-height spectrum was found to be indepen-
dent of neutron energy and to have the exponential shape
2
dtdB (h) _ T exp(-h/X) ,	 (6)
where K is a constant independent of energy and X is a decay constant.
To find the backgroundB (En), for the methane counter in the
2
neutron beam, the two-parameter data d 2 C (t, h) were examined in the
region 500 eV - 2 keV neutron energy, where there are essentially no
proton-recoil events. After sorting these data into a pulse-height spec-
trum, the decay constant X was determined by graphical means using
Eq. 6 . By sorting the same data into a time spectrum (for all observed
pulse heights) the value of K was then established from the constant back-
ground dB observed at lower energies where hmin(En) < ho'
dB 
=1
CO
d2 B	 r	 -
dt	 dt B (h, t) dh. = K exp l ho/ xl .	 (7)
o	
	 J
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The background could then be continued to higher energies and used to
reduce the proton-recoil data:
dB( En) = K expr hmin(En)/^^ , hmin > ho '	 (8)
3. 3. 2 Wall Scattering Effects
Some of the background counts observed with the methane gas
counter could be due to neutrons which are scattered by the counter wall
into the gas volume. These events, if significant in number, would re-
sult in a contribution to the observable count rate dt (En) which is not
accounted for by our methods of background determination described
above and would therefore result in a systematic error in the neutron
flux determined from Eq. 1.
An estimate of the wall scattering contribution was made as follows:
(The counter geomatry is illustrated in inset a of Fig. 14. ) With the counter
positioned so that its axis of symmetry is exactly parallel to the neutron
beam, all neutrons incident on the frontal surface presented by the edge
of the wall (AS) are scattered (absorption is negligible for stainless steel
in the energy range of interest). A pessimistic assumption is that half
of all these scattered neutrons enter the gas volume. Thus the count rate
dC' due to these events satisfies
dt
dC'	 dcp AS H —	 (9)at < C  dt 2 T, s r
where E b and Ldt were defined previously (Eq. 1), ES is the macro-
scopic scattering cross section of hydrogen, and r is the average path
length of the scattered neutrons in the gas volume. The scattered proton
count rate dt is approximately (from Eq. 1)
30
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Figure 14. Drawings of the methane counter used to describe the calcu-
latioa of wall-scattering effects (insets a and b) and multiple-scattering
effects in ;.he gas volume (inset c).
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dC (10)
dt	 ^b dt L° ^s
so that the fractional contribution of the wall scattering satisfies
dC'/dt	 2tr
dC/dt < DL
	 (11)
where t is the wall thickness (N 0. 1 cm), D is the counter's diameter
(5 cm), and L is the counter's active length (...62 cm). The average path
length r can be estimated pessimistically by assuming all scattering to
occur at the front edge of the wall ( see inset a in Fig. 14) and by con-
sidering only the variation of path length which occurs in a plane contain-
ing the axis of the counter. One then obtains
r <	 L log tan C4 + L^ -D log tan( 2D 1	 (12)
or r < 13 . 4 cm. Substituting this value into Eq. 11, we obtain the result
dC'/dt < 0. 009 .dC/dt
Consequently, the wall scattering contribution is negligible provided the
counter is properly aligned parallel to the neutron beam.
If the counter axis is misaligned by some small angle 0 relative
to the direction of the neutron beam, the counter wall presents a larger
frontal area AS (see inset b of Fig. 14), which is approximately
	
AS_— 2LD sin 19.	 (13)
Since the effective thickness of wall. material in the direction of the neu-
tron bean is (t/ sin 0), Eq. 9 becomes
32
d i	 \t (Q) < 'E d LD sin Q 1 - exp -tz5 /sin Q J MI
-1 r,
where EW is the macroscopic scattering cross section of the wall mater-
sial (stainless steel). Eq. 11 then becomes
i	 \
dC/dt < vD sin Q 1 - exp tEs /sinQ l .	 (15)
For this case it is more realistic to estimate the average path "length r
by assuming all scattering to occur at the midpoint of the counter length,
and we consider again only variations of r in a plane containing the
counter axis. Eq. 12 then becomes
r ^<, [L2 log tanr4 + L) -D log tan t D i (16)
or r < 11 cm. In our alignment procedure, a maximum error in align-
ment is estimated to be such that Q,<, 0. 01 radians, so that Eq. 15 gives
dC'/dt < 0. 028 .dC/dt
Consequently, we conclude that neutron flux measurements with the
methane gas counter can contain a maximum systematic uncertainty of
376 due to neutron scattering by the counter walls.
3.3. 3 Multiple Scattering and Self Shielding
The net count rate (Eq. 1 ) for the methane gas counter is
dt (En) = dt (En) - dB (En) = T(En)E b(En) ^(En)SNQn, n(En ) [1-' (End
T(En) dt (En)S^pi ,	 (17)
i
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(14)
iwhere Pi is the average probability for detected n-p scattering with i
interactions. The multiple-scattering terms are difficult to evaluate
because the detection efficiency and self-shielding effect for each inter-
action depend upon the amount of energy lost in previous collisions. How-
ever, an estimate of the maximum contribution from multiple scattering
can be made by neglecting self-shielding and by assuming that recoil
protons from all collisions are counted as separate events and detected
with the same efficiency. The ratio of the count rate including multiple
scattering dN	 dN(En	 d) to the single-scattering count rate	 t (En) satisfies
T/	
P	 P
dN /dt r 1 + P2 + P31	
+ ...	 (18)
.1	 1
and these assumptions yield the estimate
2 < sP	 1E (E') r,	 (19)
where r is the average path length of the scattered neutron in the gas
volume and Es is the macroscopic scattering cross section for hydrogen
at an average energy E' of the singly scattered neutron. The average
path length was estimated by consider: ag only neutron scattering along
the axis of symmetry with an equal scattering probability along the length
L (see inset c in Fig. 14):
_	 L /2
r a! -L
	
r(t., 6)P(9)d8 dt,,
	
(20)fo 0
where P(0) is the probability of scattering at the lab angle 0 for an iso-
tropic center-of-mass n-p differential cross section. For the counter
34
used in this work, the above calculation yields r — 4. 6 cm. Conse-
quently, the ratio P 2/P1 is less than 0. 516 at an incident neutron energy
of 1 Me V, and less than 1. 316 at 100 ke V.
Successive proton recoils from neutron multiple scattering in
hydrogen occur so rapidly that they are counted as one pulse. The worst
case that can occur is a first collision which results in a pulse below the
bias hmin (as described in Section 3. 3) followed by other collisions that
result in a combined pulse which exceeds hmin and is counted. Since the
fraction of these events is much smaller than the ratio P 2/P 1 , we con-
clude that multiple-scattering effects in the proton-recoil data are entirely
negligible. By similar considerations, one can also show that a first
scattering with a carbon nucleus followed by a second scattering with a
hydrogen nucleus also constitutes a negligible fraction (P 2/P 1 < 110) of
the total counting rate. We therefore have
Pi " = E b(EnMorn, n(En) %P(En)	 (21)i
where %P(En ) is a correction for self-shielding.
The correction 11 - 6(En)] in Eq. 1 thus reduces to simply a
correction for the attenuation of the neutron flux as it passes through the
counter of length L:
1 - 6(En) = T(En) = IL M t (E d] - I 1 - expI LE t(En )1 ,	 ( 22)
where Et is the macroscopic total cross section of the gas medium. This
self-shielding correction was calculated for the methane counter using the
total cross sections for hydrogen (11) and carbon, (14) and a plot of
[1- 6 ( En i1 -1 vs En is shown in Fig. 15.
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3.3.4 Active Volume Determination
The active volume of gas (the electron multiplying r_ogion of the
counter) is defined on one end by the aluminum-oxide ceramic window.
The other end of the counter contains an electrode assembly which pro-
duces an ill-defined region in which the gas multiplication drops to zero.
The spatial extent of this region was measured to determine the total ac-
tive volume (SL) and its uncertainty. This was accomplished by using a
counter identical to the methane counter in mechanical and electrical ^on-
figuration but which was filled with two atmosphere of Xenon gas. The
heavy-gas filling allows one to employ a well collimated, low-energy
gamma-ray beam for gas multiplication measurements over the length of
the counter and in the vicinity of the active volume boundaries. Figure 16
shows the experimental ,setup as well as the results of these measure-
ments. The length of the active volume of the counter was determined to
be 61. 8 cm with an estimated uncertainty of 116.
The gas density was calculated from the temperature and pressure
data (see Table 1) supplied by the manufacturer of the counter (Harshaw
Chemical Company). The value obtained is 4.90 x 10 -5 methane mole-
cules per barn-cm with an estimated uncertainty of 0. 316. The uncertainty
in the density is primarily due to the uncertainty in the methane concen-
tration, which was obtained by a mass-spectrometer analysis of a sample
of the gas. The sample was drawn from the same bottle that was used to
fill the counter.
3. 3. 5 Spectrum Fraction Determination
In Section 3. 3. 1, a "sliding bias" h
min n(E ) was described which
was implemented in the computerized data handling procedure to reject
that portion of the pulse-height spectrum which contains carbon recoil
events. To infer what fraction E b(En ) of the total proton-recoil spectrum
37
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lies above the bias (h	 is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 11), we per-min
formed calculations of the proton pulse-height spectrum for our counter
geometry at various incident neutron energies with a Monte Carlo com-
puter code written by Parker, et al. (15) Four calculated spectra are
shown in Fig. 11. The shapes of the spectra y(E P ) are essentially trape-
zoidal, and the ratio y(Epmax)/y(0) decreases linearly with increasing
neutron energy. The calculated behavior of the recoil-protron spectra
(shown as solid curves in Fig. 11 ) agrees very well with the observed
spectra for E
n 
Z 100 keV, where the background is small. Using this
energy-dependent trapezoidal shape, the spectrum fraction was found to
be, within an uncertainty of about 276,
	
E b(En) = 0. 70 rl - 7j(En)1 ,	 (23)
where 17(En ) varies linearly from zero at 70-keV neutron energy to 0. 05
at 1 Me V.
3.3.6 End-Window Transmission
The end winds:;; of the methane gas counter is composed of 0. 08-in.
(0. 203-cm) thick aluminum oxide ceramic:. This material scatters a signifi-
cant fraction of the incident neutron beam, particularly in the region of the
strong aluminum resonances at 35 and 88 keV and near the oxygen resonance
at 440 keV. Consequently, the net count rate dN (E n)> averaged over
equal lethargy intervals (as shown in Fig. 13) must be corrected for the
end-window transmission. Since the flux varies little over the interval
of averaging, the correction can be made by simply dividing the averaged
count rate by the average transmission <T(E n )> of the end window,
<T(E )> =	 e tn	 fF -4Wr(E , E')dE'	 (24)	 F -4W	 n
n
39
The quantity E t is the macroscopic total cross section of the alumina
window, x is the thickness of the window, and r(E, E') is a Gaussian
resolution function which approximates the energy resolution of the mea-
surement,
1	 (En-E')2
exp
n	 WV-17 	 W2
The calculation of the resolution width W is described in Ref. 16, and in
this case W includes the width of the energy interval used for the average
<dN/dt>. The magnitude of the transmission correction is about 8% over
most of the energy range of the methane data, except at 88 keV and 440
keV where it is about 2516. The small-angle scattering from the window
into the counter volume was calculated and found to give a negligible
(< 0. 276 ) contribution to dN/dt.
3.3. 7 Neutron Scattering Cross Section for Hydrogen
The n-p scattering cross section calculated by Gammel(11) was
used to deduce the neutron flux spectrum d9 (En) from the methane counter
data. Gammel's analytical calculation is based on the central-force effec-
tive range approximation (9, 10) and yields values that agree to better than
176
 with measured values of the hydrogen total cross section. Although
there are no accurate measurements of the n-p cross section in the range
2 keV - 1 Me V, the calculated cross section is assumed to represent the
true cross section in this range to an accuracy of 176. For neutron ener-
gies above 100 keV, the table of values given by GammfA(11)
 are used with
linear interpolation. Below 100 keV, we use his analytical expression
2 -1
a	 (E ) = 37r 1. 206 E + (-1.86 + 0. 09415 E + 1.306 . 10 -4 E2)n, n n	 n	 n	 n
1
	
+ 7T[1. 206 En + (0. 4223 + 0. 13 En)21
	
En in Me V.
	
(26)
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I3.3.8 Results of Measurements
With the measured observables dC/dt and dB/dt, and all the other
necessary quantities in Eq. 1 now determined, one can solve for the
d
neutron flux dt (En) with a precision of about 4%, not including the statis-
s
}	 tical uncertainty in dC/dt. A summary of all the systematic sources of
error discussed above (Sections 3. 3. 2 - 3.3. 6) is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES IN METHANE COUNTER DATA
1. Wall Scattering < 3%
2. Multiple Scattering < 1%
3. Active Volume 1%
4. Spectrum Fraction 2%
5. Gas Density 0.3%
6. End-Window Small-Angle Scattering 0.2%
7. Hydrogen Scattering Cross Section 1%
8. Net Uncertainty 4%
An estimate of the time necessary to obtain a given statistical
precision in the flux measurement can be obtained from the count-rate
data shown in Fig. 13. The total number of counts AC in the interval
At corresponding to the interval AE
n n
= 0. 025E is related to the total
number of LINAC pulses p by
AC = pAt(E ) < ddC )^ 	 (27)
n dt n
where the brackets denote the average over At. Using Eq. 2 for the
relationship t(En), we have
AC = < d (En)> (2. 03 x 10 ­4 sec eV-i)Enip .	 (28)
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For a precision of 37o (AC N 1000 cts) and a count rate of dC/dt— 1000 cps
at 70 keV (from Fig. 13), we find that about 1.6 x 106 LINAC pulses are
required, or about 2j hours at 180 pulses/sec repetition rate. Conse-
quently, we see that a precision of 2 -316 in the measured quantity are
easily obtainable, and hence we can obtain an over-all precision of about
556 in the neutron flux determination.
Figure 17 presents the results of one neutron flux determination.
The data above 80-keV neutron energy were obtained from the methane
gas counter, and the data below 80 keV were obtained from a relative mea-
surement (using 3 H gas counters, as described in Section 3. 5) and nor-
malized to the proton-recoil data above 80 keV.
3.4 10 BF 3 GAS PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
10	 7The B(n, a) Li reaction was used to measure the relative shape
of the neutron flux energy spectrum at the 220-meter facility for neutron
energies below 80 keV. In addition, we obtained some information on the
10B(n, a) 7Li cross section relative to the n-p scattering cross section for
neutron energies above 80 keV. The measurements were made with two
gas proportional counters containing one atmosphere of boron-tri-fluoride
gas enriched in 10 B (9616). The dimensions of the counters are identical
to those of the methane gas counter (Table 1). The counters were located
with their long dimension parallel to the neutron beam at positions A and
C shown in Fig. 9.
A third counter was located outside the 8-in. (20. 32-cm) o. d.
aluminum drift tube, but at the same flight-path distance as the two
counters in the neutron beam. The entire configuration was covered with
several layers of 0.020-in. (0. 051-cm) -thick cadmium sheets to prevent
detection of slow "room return" neutrons. The background count rate ob-
served by the outer counters was equivalent to about 2 -4% of the count
rate observed by the counters in the neutron beam.
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The pulse spectrum obtained with these counters is shown in
Fip. 18. Most of the alpha and 7 L particles produced by the 10B(n, a)7Li
reaction deposit all their kinetic energy in the gas volume of the counter,
which accounts for pulses in channels > 100 (see Fig. 18). When the re-
action occurs near the wall of the counter, one of the two particles may
be deposited in the wall material. If the alpha particle is lost in the wall,
the minimum energy deposited in the gas volume is the kinetic energy
(...836 keV) of the 7 L ion, and this accounts for the "knee" of the pulse
spectrum at channel 40 in Fig. 18. When the 7 L particle goes into the
wall, the energy of the alpha particle (N 1.44 MeV) gives rise to the
second "knee" observed around channel 70 of Fig. 18. Since the maxi-
mum energy given to 10B nuclei in elastic neutron collisions is —1/3 En,
an electronic threshold may be set in the valley of the pulse spectrum
(...channel 30 in Fig. 18) without any danger of observing 10B recoils and
without any change in the detection efficiency of the (n, Qe) reaction for
neutron energies of interest in this work.
Equation 1 in Section 3.3 also describes the count rate observed
with the 10 BF3 gas counters, with the substitution 
an. a 
for Cr
n, 
n. As
mentioned above, c  = 1. 0 and is independent of neutron energy. The
contribution from multiple scattering events can be shown to be less than
0. 1%. Consequently, the factor 1-6(E n ) in Eq. 1 is taken to be equal
to the self-shielding factor,
1 - 6(En)	 1 - j < E T ( En)> L ,	 (29)
where E T, is the macroscopic total cross section of the 10 BF 3 gas, L is
the active length of the counter, and the brackets around E T indicate an
average over an energy interval representative of the instrumental resolu-
tion of the measurement. The quantity 6 was found to be about 0. 155 at
10 eV and less than 0. 05 at neutron energies greater than 130 eV (even in
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the regions of the fluorine resonances near 27 keV, 50 keV, and 100 keV).
A plot of ( 1 -S) -1 vs En is shown in Fig. 15. The transmission T(E n) of
the aluminum -oxide end window was treated by the procedure described
in Section 3. 3. 6 using a Gaussian resolution function (Eq. 25) calculated
with the appropriate time jitter ( 5. 5 µs) for these counters.
The manufacturer of the 10 BF3 gas counters was unable to furnish
precise temperature and pressure data from which we could obtain an
accurate value of the gas density. It was therefore necessary to obtain
the thickness of the counter (N in Eq. 1) by the following procedure.
Neglecting multiple scattering and background events in the counters,
the count rate expression ( Eq. 1) can be written as
dc	 Q (E )
dt (En) = C  S T(En) dt (En) [1 - exp(- N^T(Eniil aT ^En^  . (30)
At low neutron energies, say E
n 
< 0. 1 eV, the counter gas volume ab-
sorbs essentially all incident neutrons, and the above expression approaches
a limiting value which is independent of N:
	
dC (E ) = Q dg (E )	 (31)dt n	 dt n
where Q is approximately constant with energy and equal to C  ST(En)
since 
an, a;:':' a  . 
Consequently, if one knows the relative energy depen-
dence of the neutron flux ^(E n) and the 10B cross sections, the counter
thickness N can be obtained from the measured count rate dt (En) using
Eqs. 30 and 31:
Na T( En) _ - t n 1 -
k	 n
d
dC
dt (En) a T (En^ _ I	 (32)
( E ) Or	 (En)
I
i
i
ii
where k is a normalization constant deduced at low energy with a pre-
cision of about 1% ,
dd	 dC
k	 Q dt (En) 
= 
dt	 (33)do (E )	 da
dt n	 dt E< 0. 1 eV
n
For the thickness determination, the relative neutron flux shape
d 'Vt n) was obtained from a capture measurement in the neutron energy
region 0. 01 eV to 10 eV with the Gulf General Atomic 20-meter experi-
mental facility (17)
 using a 5. 08-cm diameter gold foil with a thickness of
}	 1. 529 x 10 -3
 nuclei/barn. This determined the flux shape in the region
0. O 1 e V s E !9 10 e V f rom the relation
n
dC
d(En) = nt (En) 	 (34)Y
where dC
Y 
/dt is the observed capture count rate (corrected for backgrounds)
and Pn Y is the capture probability which can be calculated with the corn-
,
puter code TACASI (18) from the well-known gold cross section and reson-
ance parameters in this energy region. The precision of the relative flux
dip/dt achieved by this procedure is estimated to be about 176. (19) Since
the total cross section of 10 B is also knov&n to a precision of 1% in the
energy region 0. 01 to 10 eV, the thickness of the counters was found
(with Eq. 32) to be (1. 40 f 0. 04) x 10 -3
 nuclei/barn.
When the quantities c b , S, N, <T(En)>, dB( En ) and F6(E.i in
Eq. 1 have been determined, the neutron flux
	
-J^
d(En) can then be found from the meaeured count rate a1' and the
known cross section v n, ^r (E n ), or, conversely, one can obtain the cross
47
Isection Q
n, « n
( E ) with a neutron flux measured by some other method.
Since the neutron flux can be obtained more precisely from the proton-
recoil gas counter for En
 ^: 80 keV (see Section 3. 3), the 10BF3 counter
measurements were used for neutron flux determinations only below 80
keV.
In the energy region 80 keV - 700 keV, an effort was made to
obtain the (n, a) cross section relative to the n-p scattering cross section,
using the 10BF3 and methane data such as shown in Figs. 19 and 13 and
the relation (from Eq. 1 )
dt (En) - dt (En)
	
<T ( E 	 E b(En)S NHan, n(En) [1-6(Erig.
or 
a(En) <T(En)> E bS N 1-6 (EA	 dC	 dB
110 BF 	[d—t (En) - dt (En )	 C114
3
(35)
In this expression, the net count rates from the 10BF3 and CH  counters
were obtained in separate measurements, hence the count rates were
normalized to the same neutron beam intensity and duration, The neutron
beam was monitored during both measurements with the set of 3 H coun-
ters described in the next section. An uncertainty of 216 is assigned to
the normalization procedure.
The (n, a) cross section obtained by the above procedure was
averaged over 2076 energy intervals in order to reduce statistical fluctua-
tions and is shown in Fig. 20. The rectangles in the figure indicate the
energy resolution of the measurement, which is dominated by the large
time jitter ( 5. 5 µs) of the 10BF3 counters. From this figure, we see
that our results agree with a (1/v) cross section extrapolated from the
thermal value (14) to about 200 keV, and that our cross section is lower
than the ( 1/v) extrapolation at higher energies. However, for E > 200n
keV, the 10 11counter's time jitter degrades the energy resolution to
AEn/ En > 0. 3, so that the data at higher energies indicate only the over-
all trend of the (n, a) cross section.
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Figure 20. The l OB(n,q) 7Li cross section obtained from 1OBF3 and CH 
gas counter time-of-flight measurements at the 220-meter facility. The
	
uncertainty in the cross section is about 7%. The rectangles indicate an
	 }:i
	
energy interval equivalent to the rectangular time-jitter distribution (5. 5	 >
us) of the BF3
 counters.
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3. 5 3 H GAS PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
Neutron detection with the 3He(n, p)T reaction was implemented
with four 1-in. (2. 54-cm) diameter cylindrical gas proportional counters
containing 3 H as the major part (9716) of the filling gas. The active
length of the counters is 6 inches (15. 24 gy m) and the gas pressure is 10
atmospheres. For the flux measurements at the 220-meter facility con-
current with the capture cross-section measurements, two counters are
located across the outer edges of the 6-in. (15. 24-cm) diameter neutron
beam (see Figs. 5, 6, and 9). The capture measurements utilize the
inner 4-in. (10. 16-cm) diameter portion of the neutron beam which is not
intercepted by the 3 H counters.
To calibrate the response of the 3 H counters against the 10B(n,q)7Li
cross section and the n-p scattering cross section, auxiliary measurements
were made in which the 3 H detection system was used concurrently with
either a 10BF3 counter or a methane counter. For these measurements,
the 3He counters are positioned in the beam as s:^^wn in inset c of Fig. 9,
and the 10BF3
 or methane counter views the central 2-in. (5. 08-cm) por-
tion of the beam.
The count rate dt (En) observed from the 3 H counters can be
expressed as
dC (E ) = K E (E )a	 (E) C1 -6 (En)] 
 12t(E 
)+dB (E
n
)(36)
dt n
	 b n n, p n 1 
	 n	 dt 	 }i^
where K is a constant, E the efficiency, 6 the multiple cattering and	 31b 
self-shielding correction, dVt he incident neutron flux, dB the 	 back-
ground count rate, and Q 	 the cross section for the 3p	 He(n, p)T reaction.n, 
The background count rate at (En) is primarily due to neutrons
scattered into the room by collimators, mylar windows, and detectors
which intercept the neutron beam. This background is directly measured 	 i
by two 3 H counters located just outside the neutron beam but near the
two counters which intercept the beam, as shown in Fig. 9. Since the
E
s	 r
z_ -
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i
entire 3 H detector configuration is far (N2 meters) from the floor and
walls of the room, the counters should all see the same room-return
background environment. The background measured by the "outside"
counters is typically 2-410 of the count rate observed by the "inside"
counters.
The contribution to 6 (En) in Eq. 36 from multiple scattering events
can be estimated from the first two terms in the collision expansion (see
Eq. 18) of the (n, p) reaction probability. We obtain
P	 E (E )
6(En)	 P2 (En) — E 
s (E ) • 2; p(E')r	 (37)1	 n, p n
where E s	 n, Pis the macroscopic scattering cross section for 3He, E	 is
the macroscopic cross section for the 3He(n, p)T reaction, E' is the
energy of the scattered neutron and r is the average path length of the
scattered neutron through the 3 H gas volume. Assuming the maximum
energy loss per collision (E' = E
n	 n, P/4) and a (1/v) dependence of E 	 , we
have
P
2 (En) < 2 E s (En)r	 (38)P 1
The average path length r was calculated with the simplifying assumption
of isotropic scattering in the laboratory system and found to be about
2 cm. With this value in the above equation we obtain P2/P 1 < 0. 002,
a result which is essentially independent of neutron energy since E s is
constant for energies less than 1 Me V. Consequently, multiple-scattering
contributions can be ignored since they do not alter the shape of the neu-
tron flux spectrum deduced from the data, and the factor 11 -6(E )] in
n
Eq. 36 is thentaken equal to the self-shielding factor given by Eq. 22
A plot of (1-6) -1
 vs E
n 
is shown in Fig. 15.
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In the 3He(n, p)T reaction the triton and proton have a total energy
of Q = 764 keV plus the energy of the incident neutron. A pulse is formed
in the proportional counter with a magnitude that is directly proportional
to the total amount of energy given up by the two particles as they pass
through the gas. Figure 21 shows a typical pulse-height distribution ob-
tained with the 1-in. (2. 54-cm) diameter counter in an isotropic flux of
thermal neutrons. The plateau region (B in Fig. 21) of the pulse-height
distribution is formed by particles that do not lose all their energy in the
sensitive volume of the counter. The "knee" in the distribution (C in
Fig. 21) results from events that occur near the surface of the wall
(cathode), where the proton goes into the wall and the triton, which
carried off (1/4) Q in kinetic energy, goes into the gas volume.
When the 3 H counter is irradiated with fast neutrons having kine-
tic energy En, the peak of the pulse-height distribution from 3He(n, p)T
reactions (A in Fig. 21) will be located at a point corresponding to the
energy Q + E n . Pulses will also result from neutron elastic scattering
events with 3 H nuclei, and these must be rejected so that the observed
count rate does not depend on the 3 H scattering cross section. Conse-
quently, if time-of-flight measurements are to be made using one pulse-
height threshold for neutron energies from 1 to 400 keV, the threshold
must be set to at least 300 keV, i. e. the energy of the most energetic
3 H recoil. However, setting the threshold at some point above the mini-
mum pulses from the (n, p) reaction (C in Fig. 8) results in a detection
efficiency E b(En) which varies with neutron energy, since the peak of the
pulse spectrum (A of Fig. 21) shifts with the neutron energy. Moreover,
the angular distributions of the reaction products (triton and proton) are
isotropic in the laboratory system only when induced by thermal neutrons
and are shifted towards the forward direction when induced by fast neu-
trons. This effect results in a change in the fraction of particles that are
lost in the walls of the counter and, hence, changes the number of pulses
in the plateau region(B in Fig. 21) relative to the total number of pulses.
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Thus, a calculation of c (En) is not straightforward, and the
efficiency was determined experimentally from pulse- height spectra ob-
tained with the two-parameter data acquisition mode disctassed in Section
3.3. 1. Time-of-flight and pulse-height data were recorded by the CDC-
1700 computer, and the record was searched by the computer for events
corresponding to various small ranges of incident neutron energies.
This procedure yielded pulse-height spectra from which the efficiency
for a given threshold could be calculated for various neutron energies.
Figure 22 shows three such pulse-;height spectra. The efficiency
is given by the ratio of the number of counts in the channels above the
threshold channel to the total number of counts originating from the
3He(n, p)T reaction. For the lower energies the "knee" in the spectra is
easily recognized, and the total numb,;r of proton and triton counts can
be found from the total counts above the knee. At higher energies 3 H
recoils obscure details of the lower end of the (n, p) pulse-height spectrum,
and it was, necessary to extrapolate the spectrum to obtain the total counts.
The spectrum was assumed to fall linearly, to zero_ in the region of the 3 H
recoils. The uncertainty this introduces ii% the total counts is taken to be
the full extrapolated contribution, and this amounts to less than 3. 5% for
energies less than 400 keV. At the lower energies the uncertainty in Fb
is largely statistical and is approximately 1. 576.
Figure 23 shows the values of c  measured at various neutron
energies with a pulse-height threshold fixed at 80% of the peak in the
spectrum produced by thermal neutrons. Batchelor, et al. (20) have cal-
culated wall effects in 3He proportional counters for 0, 1/3, 2/3, and 1
MeV incident neutron energies. The values of c  based on these calcula-
tions are also plotted in Fig. 23 and are in good agreement with the mea-
sured values.
Possible effects of gain shifts in the 3 H detection system induced
by bre.msstrahlung rays from the neutron source were investigated in the
following way. The observed peak position of the pulse-height spectrum
55
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Figure 22. Three pulse-height spectra obtained with 3He gas propor-
tional counters, the 220-meter-flight path facility, and a two-parameter
mode of data acquisition. The data shown are not corrected for back-
ground effects.
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from the 3He(n, p)T reaction was compared to the calculated peak posi-
tion ra(En
 + Q) + b] , where En
 is the average neutron energy for the pulse-
height spectrum, Q is the energy rel-sased by the reaction, and a and b
are constants obtained from a pulse-height spectrum measured with a
moderated Pu-Be neutron source, i. e. under conditions where the brems-
strahlung pulse is absent. The observed and calculated peak positions
agreed to better than 216 up.to
 a neutron energy of 1 MeV but showed dis-
crepancies thereafter. Thus, for the energies of interest in this work,
we find no evidence of any significant nonlinearity in the 3 H detector
response which could be attributed to bremsstrahlung effects or nonlinear
gas multiplication.
The quantity Ka p(En )	 (En) obtained from a typical measure-dt
meet with the 3He counter system is plotted vs En
 in Fig. 19. The same
quantity obtained with the 10BF3 detection system is also shown in Fig.
19. The ratio R(En) of these two quantities should be proportional to the
ratio of the respective reaction cross sections, an, plan a; a plot of R(En)
is shown in Fig. 24.
Based on previous direct and indirect measurements, (21-24) the
10B(n,ar) 7Li cross section varies as (1/v) for neutron energies up to
100 keV, within an uncertainty of about 516. Within this margin, the
fractional deviation of R(En) from a constant value then gives the frac-
tional deviation of the 3He(n, p)T cross section from a (1/v) behavior.
Some recent data for the 10 B(n,cj) 7Li cross section are compared to the
(1/v) extrapolated cross section in Fig. 25. Our own preliminary results,
discussed in Section 3.4, also agree with the (1/v) extrapolation in the
neutron energy range 50 keV to 200 keV.
The recommended 3He(n, p)T cross section for the neutron
energy range from thermal to 100 keV is based primarily on; (1) trans-
mission measurements in the region 0. 0003 eV < E n < 11 eV by ,Als-
(25)Nielsen and Dietrich; 	 (2) indirect measurements of v
	
in the region
n, p
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Figure 25. Recent 10B(nja) cross section data between 10 and 100 keV. (30)
Dashed lines: lower and upper limit according to Bergman and Shapiro.
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i5 keV < En < 300 keV by Macklin and Gibbons; (26) and (3) the theory of
Shapiro, (27 ) which predicts the energy dependence of Q
	 and providesn, p
a means to 'extrapolate, between 11 eV and 5 keV. The solid and dashed'
curves shown in Fig. .24 are obtained from
R(En) _ Vin, P (En) E^ (847 eV* b)-1
	 (39)
with the recommended (n, p) cross sections by Schmidt (28) and by Als-
Nielsen, (29)
 respectively. Also shown in Fig. 24 are ratios of an,p	
,«
( 3He)/ n(10B)
at 4, 9, and 25 keV which were deduced from the experimental ratios of
Cr (6Li)/Q ( 10B) and Q (6 Li)/Q	 ( 3He) reported by Bergman and
n' ^	 (30)n, as	 n, «	 n, pShapiro.
	 Within an uncertainty of about 516, the experimental ratios
obtained. in this work and those deduced from Bergman and Shapiro's
data 	 indicate that the 3He(n, p)T cross sections recommended by
Als-Nielsen(29)
 or by Schmidt(28)
 describe the true cross section for a
neutron energy up to about 25 keV. Above 25 keV, our ratio indicates
a larger deviation from (1/v) for a P than the recommended cross see-
(26 )n'tions based on Macklin and Gibbon's measurement
	 of the inverse reac-
tion, T(p, n)3He.
Since our data for the 3He(n, p)T cross section depend on the
10	 ?B(n, a) Li cross section, and since the latter is not yet considered to be
a precise standard at higher energies, one cannot easily resolve the dis-
crepancy in Qn, p at 100 keV. However, since the uncertainty in the nor-
mat?.zation of the Q p, p measurements by Macklin and Gibbons 
(26) is re-
ported to be 1016, the discrepancy is really a disagreement in the slope
of the 3He(n, p)T cross section vs energy rather than in its absolute magni-
tude. Since we cannot, as yet, postulate any mechanism that would give
rise to a systematic error in the slope of our data, we take the 3He(n, p)T
cross section to be that recommended by Schmidt (28) for En 5 25 keV, and
at higher energies to be that given by the smooth dotted line drawn through
our data in Fig. 24, with an over -all uncertainty of 51o.
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With this 3He(n, p)T cross section, the relative neutron flux is
obtained below 100 keV from the 3 H counter data by using Eq. 36. For
neutron energies above 80 keV-, ,, the methane counter measurement of neu-
iron flux is capable of higher precision and better neutron energy
.
-resolu-
tion. Consequently, for En > 80 keV the relative neutron flux is obtained
with
dp E
	
_ dtp E
dC
 dt (En)A	 (40)
dt ( n)	dt ( n)	dCA	 B C 4 dt (En)B 3
He
where A labels the data corresponding to the capture measurement and B
labels the auxiliary measurement with the methane gas counter. The two
sets of relative neutron flux data obtained with Eqs. 36 and 40 arc then
joined together in the overlapping region 80-100 keV so as to give one
continuous relative neutron flux shape from 70 eV to about 700 keV. For
the analysis of capture cross sections, this relative neutron flux is nor-
malized with the procedure described in Section 4. 2.
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4. NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION$ FOR
TUNGSTEN AND RHENIUM
4.1 CAPTURE DATA
Time-of-flight (n, y) measurements were made with natural metal
samples of W and Re using the pulsed neutron source and 220-meter
evacuated flight path described in Sections 2. 1 and 2. 2. The thickness of
the W sample was 8. 055 x 10 -3
 nuclei/barn (approximately 0. 127 cm),
and the thickness of the Re sample was 4. 25 x 10 -3
 nuclei/barn (approxi-
mately 0. 0635 cm); both samples were disks 12 cm in diameter. Addi-
tional capture data used to normalize these measurements (Section 4. 2)
were taken with the same samples at the 20-meter facility, which has
been described previously (17) in detail. At the 220-meter station, cap-
ture gamma rays are detected with a 600-liter (0. 6 m 3 ) liquid scintilla-
tor (shown in Figs. 5 and 6) which is similar, except for size, to the
larger (4000-liter or 4 m 3 ) liquid scintillator located at the 20-meter
station.
While the efficiency of the large gamma-ray detector can be
shown (17) to be relatively insensitive to the gamma-ray cascade mode,
this is not necessarily true for the smaller 600-liter detector at the
220-meter station. However, this detector facility was primarily de-
signed for measurements at neutron energies of 1 keV to 1 MeV. There,
capture measurements for heavy elements usually represent an average
over many levels of the compound nucleus, since the energy resolution
is inadequate to resolve individual resonances. Consequently, only an
average detection efficiency is involved in this type of measurement, and
this average efficiency changes only slowly with neutron bombarding
energy.
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A block diagram of the instrumentation for the 600-liter detector
is shown in Fig. 26. The discriminator threshold was set to reject scin-
tillator pulses that correspond to deposited gamma-ray energies of less
than 4 MeV. (This adjustment was made with the aid of the 4. 44-MeV
Y
	
	
gamma ray emitted by a Pu-Be neutron source.) The time history of the
(n, y) events was stored in a multi-channel analyzer using constant time
-
	
	 intervals of 2 µsec. The flight path and the LINAC burst width for these
measurements were 232. 78 meters and 2 µsec, respectively. Since the
;S
gamma-ray detector response time is small (x•30 nsec), and since the
neutron-source effects on the instrumental energy resolution are also
small (see Section 2. 1), the experimental conditions result in a triangular
time response with a 2-µsec FWHM. The resulting fractional neutron
C
energy resolution is, from Eq. 2,
AE /E = (2.4 . 10-4 eV-i) E*
n n
	 n
The resolution is illustrated in Fig. 27.
Possible overloading effects of the•LINAC bremsstrahlung pulse on
the instrumentation were investigated by the following procedure. Two
measurements of count rate versus flight time were made using a 0. 25-in.
(0. 635-cm) thick carbon sample, with and without a 24 Nagamma-ray source
placed near the sample but outside the neutron beam. The difference be-
t%-,en these two measurements should be the constant count rate observed
from the radioactive 24 Nasource. Since the discriminator threshold was
set at 4 MeV, which is near the total gamma-ray energy (4. 1 MeV) from
the 24 Na source, this test is very sensitive to any gain changes induced in
the instrumentation by the bremsstrahlung pulse. The recovery of the sys-
tem was found to be complete in about 10 µsec after the LINAC pulse, which
is equivalent to a neutron energy of about 2. 7 MeV.
Time-of-flight capture gamma-ray data for W and Re measured
with the 220-meter facility are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. Also shown
are the backgrounds that have been subtracted from the capture data. The
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ambient background arises primarily from cosmic-ray interactions with
the detector and from the natural radioactivity present in the detector
and its environment. It is determined by a count-rate measurement with
the linear accelerator turned off. The time-dependent LINAC-associated
background is that background above ambient which is observed with the
accelerator on and with no sample in the neutron beam. Its magnitude is
proportional t.:) the intensity of the neutron beam and is primarily due to
neutrons scattered and captured in the vicinity of the collimator placed
just in front of the detector.
The scattered neutron background is the result of neutrons that
are scattered by the sample and are subsequently captured in the detector
materials. A measure of this background was obtained by substituting a
0.25-in. carbon sample and scaling the observed gamma-ray counts by
the ratio of the scattering probabilities for a representative neutron energy
of 200 keV. For scattered neutrons from 100 to 700 keV energy, the
ratios of the scattering probabilities of W and Re to that of C vary by
amounts which produce a maximum change in the net capture counts of
776 for Re and 1216 for W. The proper scattering ratio is not known ex-
actly since the mean lifetime of neutrons scattered into the liquid scintil-
lator is about 150 µsec. Consequently the time-dependent background
from this source at any flight time is primarily due to neutrons scattered
at earlier flight times. Furthermore, the capture sample is surrounded
by a natural boron sleeve 0.6-in. thick by 20-in. long (see Fig. 5), which
is progressively less transparent to lower energy neutrons having longer
flight times. The over-all result is a scattered neutron background which
varies slowly with flight time and which is proportional to an average
scattering probability determined by the scattering properties of the sample
in the upper keV neutron energy range.
To check the effectiveness of our procedures for background sub-
tractions, we made an auxiliary capture measurement of tungsten in which
we introduced a thick sc'ium "notch" filter in the neutron beam between the
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t	 t
first and second collimators (see Fig. ,
 5). The count rate observed .in
the bottom of the transmission dip. (due to the 2. 85-keV resonance in 23 Na)
agreed within 216 with -the sum of the measured backgrounds at that neutron
energy. We estimate a probable systematic uncertainty for the capture
data of 516 due to background subtractions.
The sample-out and scattered-neutron backgrounds were smoothed
prior to subtraction. by grouping these data into intervals of AE  = 0. 2 En
and 0.5 En, respectively. The net capture counts at lower neutron ener-
gies (<40 keV) were grouped into intervals of &En = 0. 05 En, and at
higher energies the interval is determined by the analyzer time channel
width of 2 µsec. The total statistical.uncertainty in the capture data (Figs.
28 and 29), including contributions from the statistical uncertainties of the
backgrounds, attains a maximum near 50 keV of 816 for W and 1076 for Re,
and it diminishes ,to about 5% at the lowest and highest energies.
Capture cross sections were obtained from the observed gamma-
ray counts by dividing by the incident neutron flux and by applying correc-
tions for multiple scattering and resonance self shielding. The net cap-
ture counts [Id ( En)d observed in the time-of-flight interval At at the
time corresponding to the energy En can be written
dt (EnW = E(En)S TY do(En)4t. <Po(En) + Ps (En)>	 (42)
where E(En) is the gamma-ray detection efficiency, S the sample area,
T  a constant which accounts for the attenuation of capture gamma rays
by the . sample; d ( En) the incident neutron flux per unit area per unit
time of flight, and Po
 and Ps are the first-collision and multiple-
scattered capture probabilities, respectively. The brackets denote an
average over an energy interval typical of the experimental resolution.
Since multiply scattered neutrons differ little in energy from the incident
neutrons (the average fractional energy loss per collision is 46E/E
2A/(A+1) 2
 or about one percent for A 184), we have ignored any
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difference in detection efficiency for capture events following one or
more elastic collisions and express the average efficiency for a mixture
of isotopes as
f(E) _ Fa 
Q i(En)ei(En)	
(43)n	 a.ar (E)
	 '
i 1 Yi n
where the i-th isotope has an abundance a  and a capture cross section
ar ..
Y1
When many levels of the compound nucleus contribute to the mea-
surement, the gamma-ray detection efficiencies c  for the different iso-
topes do not vary appreciably with the incident neutron energy until the
energy becomes an appreciable fraction of the binding energy U  less the
scintillator threshold energy of 4 MeV, and we write
E(En)	 Eo (E;i) ,
CO 
^ Za Cr pCi (o) '
Flap .i Yi
where orYi are typical isotopic capture cross sections at low energies
(-10 keV), and cr(En) increases slowly from unity at high energies, say
En ?, 100 keV. (Differences in the f  for different isotopes were ignored
in the correction for resonance self shielding. ) The correction a(En) was
thee: calculated using isotopic capture cross sections estimated with the
code SESH (see below) from average statistical parameters, and using
an estimate of the variation of the efficiency of the 600-liter scintillator
with incident neutron energy. This efficiency estimate was made assum-
ing the gamma-ray pulse-haight distribution fi(EY , En) for each isotope
(i) is stretched linearly with the total energy available for gamma
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_	 e
ti
U.
de-excitation, fi(E , En)	 fi U. + E E , 0) , where Ui is the bindingY	 i	 n Y
energy. The correction a(En) is then
1
^(E) _
	
IEiapYi(En 	 E ia aYi ( En)gi(EB P En(45)
n (Eia U i) Eia a i g i(E B, 0)
	
Y	 Y
where, gi(EB, En) is the gamma - ray pulse -height spectrum fraction above
the scintillator discriminator level EB,
U.+Ei n
f.(E , E )dE
fE R i Y n Ygi(EB2 En)+ 
n
(46)
 f.(E , E )dE
fou, i Y n Y
and the a
Yi 
are estimated isotopic capture cross sections. The correc-
tion cj(En ) is about 1. 02 at 200 ke V and increases to about 1. 10 at 700 ke V.
In the present measurements, the gamma-ray transmission
through the sample ( T
Y ) does not vary appreciably with the energy of
the incident neutrons, and T is given by an isotopic average similar to
r'
that of Eq. 44. For example, for gammas of about 1 MeV energy, a
change as large as 30% in the gamma energy would change the trans-
mission of gammas passing through the full thickness of the W sample
by less than 516. (31)
4.2 NORMALIZATION
If we express the measured, un-normalized; incident flux spec-
trum as
72
s
E
N
^(En) =
_ C dt (En)
where C is a normalization constant, then the capture probability is de-
termined from the measured quantities according to
dN (E )
<Po(En) + Ps (En )> =	 dt n	 (48)
	
a(E)(ES'I'C)	 (En o Y dt n)
The normalization of the capture probability is thus determined by the
product ( E OSTY C), which can be found by the "saturated resonance"
method. In this method, capture data are examined for a low-energy
resonance for which the left-hand side of Eq. 48 approaches unity near
the resonance energy and hence becomes insensitive to the neutron and
radiation widths that characterize the resonance. At the expense of a
somewhat greater reliance #
 on the resonance parameters, the full cap-
ture area Aobs of the resonance can be used in order to achieve a greater
statistical precisions and resonances at energies E
n 
in different isotopes
determine the quantities (ce = 1)
–
	 tA	
_ Z dN (E )Ot = EST ,C -(E) 2 dt <P + P >
	 (49)
obs	 k dt k k	 i yi dt n t	 o	 s
1
where the variation of dip/dt over the interval (t l , t2 ) is small. In the
t2
present work the integral	 dt <Po
 + P s > was calculated with the area
1
analysis code TACASI. (18) (This Monte Carlo code calculates Doppler
For example, a 2076 change in the neutron width for the 7.65-eV level
in 183 W produces an 816 change in the calculated capture area between
En = 7. 26 eV and En = 8. 05 eV for the sample thickness used in the:,e
measurements.
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(47)
ft
_t
and resolution broadened areas including contributions from adjacent
resonances for a flux represented as d9/dt = KEnx, so that capture areas
calculated with E.SK = 1 and x = 0 give the desired integral. ) The quan-
1
tities (E iST C) are then determined by comparing the ratio of the observedN i
and calculated areas to the measured flux, and an average of these fac-
tors for different isotopes according to Eq. 44 yields the desired factor
(e ST C).
The range of the capture data taken with the 220-meter flight path
does not extend to neutron energies below 70 eV, and the saturated-
resonance method was employed for W and Re by taking additional capture
data with the 4000-liter scintillator at the 20-meter flight path facility.
These data span the energy region 2 eV - 10 keV and overlap the data taken
at 220 meters. To improve the accuracy of the normalization, the shape
of the neutron flux observed at the 20-meter facility was first smoothed
to eliminate small statistical variations by fitting with a minimum X2
criterion the flux obtained from the 3 H and BF  counters with the ex-
pression
d (En) = Cle-I'^ EY	 (50)
and the optimum values of S and Y were found to be 0 = 1. 39 and ,I = 0. 592.
The observed and analytical flux (dc^p/dt) for the 20-meter data are com-
pared in Fig. 30.
The normalization factors (E.ST .C) for the 20-meter capture
1 Y1
yields were then obtained from low-energy resonances according to
Eq. 49, where dtp /dt = C dA/dt. For Re, five resonance capture areas
were used for each isotope. For 185 Rethe resonance energies were
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Figure 30. Neutron flux at 20-meter flight path. The curve is the
fit to the data using the expression given in the text with	 1. 39
and y _ 0. 592.
t2
capture areas	 <Po + P > dt were obtained from the resonance para-
ft s1
meters of Ref. 32 and a potential - scattering radius of 8. 7 F. (33)	 The
	 }
agreement of the observed and calculated resonance shapes was excellent,
as is illustrated for typical cases in Fig. 31.
	 Of the ten Re resonances,
only those at 7. 24 eV in 185	 187and at 4.42 eV and 11. 14 eV in Re were
_ "saturated" (<Po + Psi > 0.95 at the resonance energy), although the
s
normalization constants obtained from all the resonances agree closely.
For 185 Rethe five resonances gave an average normalization factor
(E iST .C) of 1. 71 f 0. 03 (RMS error), and for 187 Rewe obtained 1. 52 t
t Y10. 02, in units convenient to the experiment.
	 The isotopic average accord-
ing to Eq. 44 then determined the normalization for the 20 -meter Re cap-	 z
ture data, (E ST C) =	 1. 58 f 0. 02.	 For W, which has a larger levelo	 Y
spacing, only three resonances were suitable, those at 4. 16 eV in 182W	3
(<P	 + P^	 = 0.99), ?.65 eV in 183W (<P	 + P >	 = 0.97), and 27. 13 eVo	 s	 o	 s
in 183W (<Po + Ps>	 = 0. 79).	 Resonance parameters from BNL 325 and
a potential - scattering radius of 6. 76 F (33) were used to calculate the cap-
ture areas, and (EST C) was found to be 1.43 for 182 W and 1. 61 for 183W,i	 Y1	 183where greater weight was given to the saturated resonance in
	 W at	 s
F 7.65 eV.	 The uncertainty in these factors due both to the quoted uncer-
tainties in the resonance parameters and to the statistical uncertainties in
r the observed capture areas is f2 %. To form the isotopic average E , the 	 ?
184	 186	 18.2	 183ratios of the efficiencies for
	 W and	 W to those of	 W or	 W
£ were determined from the gamma - ray pulse-height distributions of 	 t,_
it 182	 183	 `#Ref. 19.
	
The present ratio of E. for	 W to4E. for	 W agrees with that 1	 1
found from these pulse-height distributions to within 1%.
	
The result for
the 20-meter W data is (E ST C) =	 1. 47 t 0. 04.o	 Y
The normalization factors for the W and Re capture data taken at
the 220-meter facility were then determined by matching the quotient of
athe capture data (Figs. 28 and 29 and the flux data (Fig. 17) to the
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1normalized capture yields taken at 20 meters. The two data sets for each
sample were matched in the energy region 3-8 keV with an estimated
maximum uncertainty of 316 in judging their relative normalizations.
(The statistical uncertainties of the 220-meter flux data are less than 3%
at all energies. )
4.3 MULTIPLE SCATTERING AND RESONANCE SELF SHIELDING
The average capture cross sections <aY (En)j were obtained. from
the probabilities <P0 (En) + Ps (En)> by taking into account the effects of
multiple scattering and resonance self shielding. These effects increase
in importance with increasing sample thickness and decreasing neutron
energy, and give rise to corrections of 10-2070 in the present data at
energies lower than 50 keV. The corrections were calculated with the
Monte Carlo program SESH (34)
 which generates a Doppler-broadened
resonance cross-section environment for the neutron energy at each col-
lision in a cylindrical sample from distributions of the resonance para-
meters determined from specified statistical parameters (strength func-
tions, average level spacings, and average radiation widths). The s-,
p and d-wave strength functions used for the W isotopes were those of
Ref. 33. (The d-wave contribution is actually negligible in the energy
region where the self-shielding correction is significant, En
 < 50 keV. )
The s- and p-wave strength functions used for the Re isotopes were those
obtained in Ref. 32 from average total and capture cross sections, and
the d-wave strength function was taken from Ref. 33. The average radia-
tion widths at low energy for the W isotopes were judged from the data in
BNL 325 (14) to be 0. 057 eV for 182W, 184W, and 186W and to be 0. 075 eV
for 183 W; and the average radiation widths for 185 Reand 187 Rewere taken
from Ref. 32. The average observed level spacings at.low energy in Re for
tG = 0 were taken to be those found in Ref. 32 from average cross sections,
and the level spacings for 182W, 183 W, and 184W were taken from Ref. 35.
The t, . 0 level sparing for 186W, whic a is not included in Ref. 35, was
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1adjusted to give best agreement with our data and found to be about 200 eV.
The average level spacings fort = 1 and t, = 2 were obtained from the t, = 0
spacing by assuming the spacing to vary inversely as E(2J+1), where the sum
J
f j
	is over all possible values of the total angular momentum J which are com-
patible with t,. Potential-scattering- radii were obtained from Ref. 33. These
various parameters produce good agreement with the observed capture prob-
abilities throughout the energy region where the resonance self shielding
is effect is significant.
3.
	
	 The resonance self shielding effect is caused by the resonance
structure of the cross section in conjunction with the nonlinear relation-
ship between the cross section and the capture probability. For example,
the energy-average of the first-collision capture probability P is
o
-na v
<P 0> = <( l -e T) y>
n<crT>r1 - 8(En) ( 1 - e	 ) <<a  —	 (51)
where a  and a  are the capture and total cross sections, respectively
(Doppler broadened and summed over isotopic contributions), and n is
the sample thickness (nuclei per unit area). The difference in <P 
0>
from that given by the average cross sections is then expressed by the
positive number 6(E n ),  and 6 (E n) = 0 only when the cross sections vary
smoothly over the energy interval of averaging. For W, calculations
with the statistical parameters mentioned above give 6(1 keV) = 0. 20,
6(7 keV) =0.04,  and 6 < 0.01 for E n > 50 keV. For Re,6(1 keV) = 0.07,
and 6 < 0. 01 for E > 5 keV.
n
The calculated fractional multiple scattering contribution
<Ps>/<P0 + P s > for W was 207o for En = 1 keV, 1516 at 50 keV, and
<1016 for E n
	 s	 o	 s
> 300 keV. For Re, <P >/<P + P > was 2016 at 1 keV and
less than 1016 for En > 50 keV. For energies higher than the region of
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^r
N
rimportant resonance self-shielding effects, say E > 50 keV for W and
n
En > 5 keV for Re, it proved unnecessary to carry out Monte Carlo calcu-
j	 lations of the multiple scattering contribution, and an analytical calcula-
tion could be used which neglects the effects of neutron energy loss, finite
sample radius, and motion of the sample nuclei. Contributions from
neutrons captured after one or more inelastic collisions with the sample
nuclei were estimated and found to be negligible.
The combined correction for multiple scattering and self shield-
ing (both resonant and non-resonant) can be expressed by writing
n <orY (En)> = D(En) < P0(En) + Ps (En)>	 (52)
where D is the total correction to the observed capture probability
<P
o	 s
+ P > and n is the sample thickness. Self shielding leads to D > 1
and multiple scattering to D < 1. For W, typical values are D(1 keV)
1. 19 + 0. 06, D(5 keV) = 0. 98 + 0. 05, D(10 keV) = 0. 87 + 0. 04, and
D(50 keV) = 0. 91 + 0. 04, where the uncertainties are due to the finite
number of Monte Carlo histories used in the calculation. At higher
energies, D slowly approaches unity as the effects of (non-resonant)
self shielding and multiple scattering diminish. For Re, D(1 keV)
0.96 + 0. 02, D(5 keV) = 0. 91 f 0. 03, and D(10 keV) = 0. 93 + 0. 03.
4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average capture cross sections and their total statistical un-
certainties are listed in Tables 3 and 4 and are illustrated in Figs. 32
and 33. These uncertainties were obtained by adding in quadrature the
statistical uncertainties in the capture and flux data and the uncertainty
in the Monte Carlo calculation of D(En) described above. In addition to
the statistical uncertainties, a total "absolute" uncertainty in the nor-
malization of <a (E )> for E s 80 keV is estimated to be 11% for W
n	 n
and 916 for Re. These were obtained by adding (not in quadrature) the
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Table 3
NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION FOR NATURAL TUNGSTEN
Energy	 Cross Section
	 Relative Uncertainty
keV
	 (barn)	 (percent)
1.005	 2.84	 7
1.060	 1.80	 7
1.120	 3.33	 7
1.185	 1.90	 7
1.250	 1.38
	 7
1.316	 1.53
	 7
1.387	 1.57	 7
1.463
	 1.30	 7
1.547
	 1.58	 8
1.637
	 1.17	 8
1.736	 1.12	 8
1.834	 1.52
	 8
1.931
	 1. 20	 8
2.036	 1.54	 8
2.150
	 1.53	 8
2.274	 1.31	 8
2 408 1.12	 8	 E
2.555	 1.19
	
8
2.716	 .908	 9
f	 2.873	 1.06	 9
3.026
	 1.06	 9
3.190	 1.03	 9
3.369	
.927	 9
3.563	 .925	 9	 a
3.744	 .759	 9
4.004	 . 90 9	 9
4.256	 .917	 9
4.533	 .782	 9
4.838	 .757	 9
5.130	 .711	 9
5.402	 623	 9
5.697	 .691	 9
6.016	 .715	 9
6.363
	 .646
	 9
6.741	
.593	 9
7.154	 .682	 8
7,,606	 .598
	 8
8.102	 .551
	
g
8.648	 .518
	 8
9.251	 .517
	 8
9.920
	 .489	 8
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aTUNGSTEN CROSS SECTION (Cont'd. ) 1
Energy	 Cross Section Relative Uncertainty
(keV)
	
(barn) (percent)
10.66	 .474 8 
ll.-35	 .439 8
11.95	 .404 8
12.59	 .394 8 
13.29	 .443 8
14.05	 .420 8
14.88	 .356 8
15.78	 .395 8
16.76	 .379 8
17.85	 .390 8 k
19.03	 .345 8
20.35	 .343 8
21.80	 .319 8
23.42	 .305 8
25. 22	 .319 8
27.23
	
.282 8
j 29.50	 .282 8
32.07	 .270 8
34.98	 .247 8
38.31	 264 8
- 42.14	 .215 8
45.39
	
• 221 8
47.77	 .251 8
50.36	 .214 8
53.15	 .176 8
56.19	 .196 8
59.49	 .204 8
63.10	 .186 8 [ -
67.04	 .176 7
71.37	 .195 7
76.12	 ..206 7
81.37	 .193, 7
87.18	 .184 7 
93.64	 .158' 7
100.8	 .180 6
108.9	 .149 6
118.0	 .129 6
4
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,.' 4
TUNGSTEN CROSS SECTION (Cont'd. )
Energy Cross Section Relative Uncertainty
(keV) (barn) (percent)
128.2 .126 6
139.9 .105 6
153. 2 .101 5
168.5 .0954 5
186.2 -'0899 5
206.9 .0822 5
Z31. 2 .0716 5
260.1 .0648 4
294.7 .0598 4
336.8 .0558 4
388.5 .0508 3
453. 2 .0465 3
535.4 .0419 3
642. 3 .0430 2
Table 4
NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION FOR NATURAL RHENIUM
Energy Cross Section Relative Uncertainty
(keV) (barn) (percent)
1.005 11.03 6
1.060 12.03 6
1.120 11.52 6
1.185 12.70 6
1.250 10.09 6
1.316 11.06 6
1.387 12.00 6
1.463 10.17 6
1.547 11.56 6
1.637 7.33 6
1.736 8.48 6
1.834 9.20 6
1.931 7.49 6
2.036 7.26 5
2.150 7.95 5
2.274 7.34 5
2.408 5.67 5
2.555 6.99 5
Z. 716 6.30 5
2.873 5.80 6
3.026 6.03 6
3.190 5.70 6
3.369 5.78 6
3.563 5.60 6
3.774 4.65 6
4.004 4.50 6
4.256 4.59 6
4.533 4.35 7
4.838 4.8Z 7
5.130 3.81 7
5.402 3.52 7
5.697 3.68 7
6.016 3.55 7
6.363 3.74 7
6.741 3.03 7
7.154 3.9 3 8
7.606 3.08 8
8.102 3.00 8
8.648 Z.66 8
9.251 2.56 8
9. 920 2.77 8
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1	 RHENITTM CROSS SECTION (Cont'd. )
Y^
Energy Cross Section Relative Uncertainty
(keV) (barn) (percent)
10.66 2.70 8
11.35 2.15 8
11.95 2.17 8
12.59 2.17 8
13.29 2.11 8
14.05 1.83 9
14.88 2.02 9
15.78 1.83 9
16.76 1.71 9
17.85 1.79 9
19.03 1.49 9
20.35 1.40 9
21.80 1.57 9
23.42 1.. 29 9
25.22 1.29 9
27.23 1.40 10
29.50 1.21 10
32.07 1.13 10
34.98 1.07 10
38.31 .989 10
42.14 .949 10
45.39 .998 10
47.77 .979 10
50.36 .917 10
53.15 .807 10
56.19 .776 10
59.49 . 734 9
63.10 .888 9
67.04 .856 9
71.37 . 831 9
76.12 .758 8
81.37 . 798. 8
87.18 .7o6 8
93.64 . 736 7
100.8 .800 7
108.9 .. 657 7
118.0 . 598 7
128.2 .631 7
139.9 , 663 6
153. Z •. 598 6
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-	 RHENIUM CROSS SECTION (Cont'd. )
Energy Cross Section
(keV) (barn)
168.5 .524 
186.2 .527 
206.9 .517
231. 2 471
260.1 .. 412
294. 7 .396
336.8 . 363
388.5 .354
453.2 . 308
535.4 .276
642.3 .280
Relative Uncertainty
(percent)
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
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systematic uncertainties due to background subtractions, the uncertainties
in the normalization constants (E 0STY C) for the capture yields measured
with the 20-meter flight path, and the uncertainty in judging the normali-
zation of the 220-meter yields relative to the 20- wieter data. For E >
n
80 keV, an additional absolute uncertainty of 216 is present from the es-
timated uncertainty in judging the normalization of the flux data obtained
with the CH  counter relative to the flux measured with the 3 H counters.
Also shown in Figs. 32 and 33 are previous measurements of the
capture cross sections for W and Re. The present W data are in reason-
able agreement with previous results up to an energy of about 200 keV
but differ seriously at higher energies from the previous data, especially
those of Diven, et al. (36) This difference is not ea s ily explained, and
another complete set of capture data for W was taken at the 220-meter
facility to back up the present measurements. The shape of the capture
data in the two measurements was reproduced exactly within small statis-
tical uncertainties. Moreover, cross sections reduced from the capture
data in this energy region using a flux obtained from the 3 H counters and
the evaluated ( 28) 3He (n, p)T cross section are also essentially identical to
our final result using the flux obtained with the methane counter. The
total, combined correction for the scintillator efficiency, multiple
scattering, and self shielding varies by less than 5% over the region
100-700 keV, so that the shape of <a Y (En )> is determined to within 576
by simply using the ratio of the observed capture counts to the flux data.
It is thus exceedingly difficult to render suspect the shape of the present
cross section data at higher energies, and we must only conclude that the
present data reflect a considerable improvement in the capability to make
this measurement.
The present results for Re at lower energies (,<„20 keV) support
the previous data obtained (32)
 with the 20-meter flight path at this labor-
atory for isotopically enriched samples and agree fairly well at high
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energies (> 100 keV) with the data of Stavisskii, et al. (43) Except for this;
there are significant differences between the present results and all other
previous measurements. The disagreement between the present data and
those of Konks, et al. , (46) (unpublished) and of Stupegia, et al. , (47)
which also span a large energy range, is principally one of normalization.
The present data overlap these two sets of data and agree fairly well with
both in regard to the shape of the cross section vs energy but disagree
with both by about 2016 in normalization. The flux data used in the activa-
tion measurements of Stupegia, et al. , were obtained using White Is(48)
fission cross sections for 235 U, and the total statistical and absolute
uncertainties for the capture data are reported to be about 3% and 716,
respectively. Since the estimated absolute uncertainty of the present
data is about 1016, the difference of 2016 in normalization between the
present results and those of Stupegia, et al., seems quite significant.
In summary, this program has resulted in the capability to mea-
sure capture cross sections with an absolute uncertainty of about 107o
and a statistical uncertainty not exceeding 1016 over a neutron energy
range of some six orders of magnitude, with the resolution at higher
energies shown in Fig. 27. Continuing improvements in the experimen-
tal facility will soon result in an even greater capability for making this
measurement. A recent modification of the LINAC injector system will
allow us to improve the time resolution of the neutron beam by a factor
of ten with no sacrifice of intensity. We are installing a 6LiH annular
shield in place of the natural boron shield (shown in Fig. 5 ) which should
reduce to negligible proportions the present uncertainty due to the scattered
neutron background. The reduced background will also permit us to make
a more detailed study of capture gamma-ray spectrum fractions at high
energies for the 600-liter scintillator. Theoretical work in-progress in-
cludes the development of a systematic treatment of average capture
cross sections based on the optical model. This study is directed toward
90
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the very attractive possibility of making confident predictions of capture
cross sections over a large energy range for materials that have not, or
cannot, be measured.
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5.	 CONCLUSIONS
In order to achieve accurate time-of-flight measurements of the
neutron capture cross sections required in this contract, we have under-
t
taken an intensive development program to improve capabilities to per-
form neutron flux measurements over a wide range of energies. 	 Propor-
tional counters containing 3He gas were studied for use in monitoring the
incident neutron flux simultaneously with a capture measurement. 	 The
response of the 3 H counters for different neutron energies less than
80 keV was calibrated against the energy dependence of the 10B(n,a)7Li
reaction which has a well established ( 1/v)-behavior in this energy range.
At higher energies, the 3 H counters were calibrated against the very
well known energy variation of the n+p scattering cross section.
	
This
was accomplished by devising an on-line data acquisition system that
handles correctly the variation of the recoil-proton energy spectrum
with incident neutron energy. 	 In addition to providing an improved means
of monitoring the neutron flux spectrum in a capture experiment, this
work has also resulted in some new cross section data for the reactions
3He(n, p ) T and 10 B (n, «)7Li.
f The neutron capture cross sections for natural tungsten and
i
rhenium were then measured over the energy region 1-700 keV with
an aver -all statistical uncertainty of less than 1016 and an uncertainty
in normalization which is also about 1076.
	
Significant differences are
found between the present results and previous data.
	
While the differ-
ence iar Re(n, y) is principally one of normalization, the shape of the
cross section for W(n, y) differs seriously at higher energies from that
of previous data based on the capture -plus-fission cross section for
92
235 U. We conclude that the present data based on the n+p cross section
at higher energies reflect a significant improvement in the capability
for making this measurement.
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